
Leaving a 

Gift in Wi l l



A Gift in Your Will
Providing Help Where Help is Needed

Free Non-Emergency
Medical Flights
Angel Flight Australia coordinates
non-emergency flights to help
rural people dealing with the
triple trouble of bad health, poor
finances and daunting distance.
All flights are free and may
involve patients travelling to
medical facilities anywhere in
Australia.

Compassionate Flights
Over the years we have identified
other ways we can help. We
reunitied loved ones during
COVID and have delivered vital
supplies to communities
impacted by natural disasters.
Angel Flight works closely with a
number of well aligned charities
and organisations such as
BUSHkids and HeartKids as we
collectively dtreive to achieve
better health care access for
those living remotely. 

Our pilots do not carry
aeromedical staff or medical
equipment so do not act as an
alternative to the Air Ambulance
services, however we will fly
patients back home from
emergency trips.
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Our stories

Bella Southern

For a period of 18 months, Bella required
specialist medical care at Queensland
Children’s Hospital, during which time she
became an Angel Flight ‘frequent flyer’.
Our pilots and Earth Angels loved getting
to know the remarkably resilient teenager
as they transported her from Monto to
Archerfield Airport and then onto Ronald
McDonald House where she stayed. 

At A Glance
11 Flights - Monto to Archerifled
 5,500kms in volunteer pilots’ aircraft

147.4kms in volunteer drivers’ vehicles

“Bella and her family are indomitable. Bella is as
bright as a button with a joyful sense of humour,
whilst possessing a quiet yet strong underlying

sense of purpose ”
Angel Flight Pilot - Steve Darveniza

Bella is a 14 year old girl who lives on a property 40 minutes from Monto,
QLD. In 2022, Bella was kicked in the face by a horse, causing significant

facial injuries, including the loss of her right eye. The 7 hour drive to
Brisbane for ongoing surgeries was not viable for the Southern family who

have used the Angel Flight service 11 times since the accident.



How to 

Leave a Gift In Will

To simplify the process, we’ve provided
some helpful wording that you can share

with your solicitor.

There are three main ways
you can leave a gift to Angel
Flight in your Will

Include a percentage of the
remainder of your estate. This is
known as the “residue”. After you
have provided for your friends and
family, you can leave a percentage
of the remainder of your estate to
Angel Flight. Any percentage will
make a huge difference and this
kind of gift won’t lose its value over
time. 

Nominate a percentage of your
estate that you would like Angel
Flight to receive. It can be as little
as 1% and as big as 100% and this
gift will also keep its value over
time.

Leave a specific amount of
money, real estate or shares to
Angel Flight — this is known as a
pecuniary gift. 

“I give, devise and bequeath, free of all
duties and taxes *<_________> to Angel

Flight Australia (ABN 43 103 477 069) of
130 Albion Road, Windsor QLD 4030 (or

its successor  organisation) for its
general purposes. An authorised

receipt from Angel Flight Australia will
be a  sufficient discharge for the

executor(s) or trustee without seeing
the final distribution.”

*insert one of the following:
• The whole (or ...%) of the residue of my

estate.
• The whole (or ...%) of my estate.

• The sum of $(amount).
• (Details of a particular asset — eg shares or

property).

Already have a Will?
If you already have a Will and would now like to
include a gift to Angel Flight, all you have to do is
contact your solicitor to add a “codicil” to your
Will, which is an amendment to your exisiting Will.



Our Promise To You

When you choose to include a
gift to Angel Flight in your Will,
you are placing your trust in us
—a responsibility we take very
seriously. We honor this trust
by pledging to:

Utilise your donation in an
efficient and cost-effective
manner, ensuring it delivers
the greatest possible impact.

Safeguard your privacy and          
handle your contribution
with the utmost sensitivity
and care.

Acknowledge that your
decision to support Angel
Flight through your Will is
deeply personal and subject
to change at your
discretion.

Maintain full transparency
and accountability, always
being available to address
any inquiries you might
have.
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THANK YOU

Angel Flight Australia ACN 103 477 069
Phone: 07 3620 8300 Fax: 07 3852 6646 Toll free: 1300 726 567

Postal: PO Box 421, Fortitude Valley Qld 4006 Email: mail@angelflight.org.au Web: www.angelflight.org.au


